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AUTOMAT was established in 2015 as a curatorial and arts
collective, highlighting Philadelphia-area artists (and others) in
our physical gallery.
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A group of individuals choosing to form a whole.
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Lino Kino is a Philadelphia-based media arts collective
dedicated to exploring new approaches to experimental art
exhibition. Since the spring of 2018 we have worked towards
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creating an open forum for film and electronic arts in the city
by hosting frequent screening and performance events.
Collectivity is at the core of both groups.
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The people as one body.
LKTV merges our distinct skills and strengths into a safe,
accessible, and offbeat platform for artists from Philly and

:]

beyond. We have sourced live and pre-recorded programs
from a broad network of artists. Tune in for live performances,
music, readings, workshops, talk shows, experimental film
and video, and cinema. We hope you enjoy the channel.
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LKTV is an exploration of the artistic potential of television.
The project emerged from a desire to revisit the ways in which the
animating principles of public access TV can be used to build
community through noncommercial art making. LKTV follows in
the long tradition of experimental art made for broadcast.
However, it goes a step further by reinterpreting the fundamental
concept of the television channel itself as a work of art using
livestream technology.
Events of significance no longer happen on television. Internet
video, and particularly the livestream, have replaced TV as the
primary medium for the staging of cultural events. While this has
liberated viewers from the preordained nature of tv scheduling,
the on-demand nature of how we now consume video is
increasingly solitary, and is in line with a broader societal trend
towards social isolation.
This isolation pervades the form as well as the production of
livestreams. The democratization and advancement of video
technology makes it increasingly easy to be a solitary cultural
producer. Livestreams are often broadcast from peoples’ homes,
and rarely involve studio-based production. The hosts of these
streams, just like their audiences, are more often than not, alone
in a room sitting at a computer.
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J.G. Ballard, unsurprisingly, predicted the culture of the
livestream in 19771. He speculated that, in the future,
entertainment would become so decentralized that every person
would be their own TV channel, and the minutiae of their everyday
life would be the programming. The result of this prognostication
becoming a reality is that the obsession with ratings, advertising,
and audience approval, which were once the sole purview of TV
execs, have now become the diffuse concerns of the masses.
This new world of ultra personalized media consumption is
endemic to our isolated present, and the global coronavirus
lockdowns have only hyperaccelerated these tendencies. People
are becoming increasingly alienated from any conception of a
broader public that extends beyond loose algorithmic groupings
based on consumption habits and taste preferences.
In the days of television, public access stations were an
expression of a greater societal awareness of the importance of
communal spaces for noncommercial artistic creation. The
stations, which were state funded resources, often became
vibrant and weird reflections of the cities and towns they were
broadcast from.
My personal experience with public access began in
Bloomington, Indiana, where I worked at the local station as an
adolescent. The production studio, which was located in the
basement of the public library, opened my eyes to the communal
potential of video. The TV studio was our shared space, and the

4

people I worked with at the station remain some of my closest
friends.
LKTV seeks to replicate the community fostering power of
public access stations through the transformation of a gallery
space into a shared broadcast and production space. The studio
will anchor the livestream to the physical world through the
shared use of a collectively created space. We need to adapt our
collective need for social and artistic spaces to the realities of our

f/
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artwork as a TV channel, composed of many discrete shows and
producers, allows us to avoid any large gatherings in the studio
space while still creating a sense of communal, collaborative
production.
The placelessness of digital culture is a primary concern of
the project. The LKTV “channel” is the centralizing force that
draws together atomized individuals and videos into a cohesive
whole. The production studio, as the staging ground for our live
and prerecorded broadcasts, is meant to reintroduce the idea of

its
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the public commons to the decentralized, post-society world of
the livestream.
This project is inseparable from the times in which it was
conceived. It is easy to feel like the institutions responsible for the

l
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general wellbeing of society have completely abandoned us,
particularly in the US. Entire cultural industries like live music and
performance are collapsing under the weight of lockdowns, and
there seems to be no will or desire on the part of the state to
preserve them. The collapse of the public sphere seems
impending, and material security, much less artistic collaboration,
seems impossible for many artists.
Mark Fisher wrote that “an individual can never find his way
out of despondency through art alone; rather, it is only by new
forms of solidarity — which necessarily must involve art — that
escape is possible.”2 LKTV seeks to create these new forms of
solidarity by reinterpreting fading cultural practices. Our
conceptual reinterpretation of the public access TV channel is an
attempt to reassert the value of democratized public spaces for
artistic creation.
[1] J.G. Ballard, “The Future of the Future,” Vogue, 1977
[2] Mark Fisher, “Creative Capitalism,” kpunk

isolated and socially distant present. The structuring of the
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Meet Stooky Bill, the first television star.
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Stooky Bill is an absolute freak. He's a ventriloquist dummy
head and he's the first legend of the small screen. In 1924,
Immediately apparent when you see Stooky Bill are his thick

inventor John Logie Baird invented the first wireless visual
broadcast system at 30 lines and 5 pictures per second. The
bulky apparatus sat in a laboratory in London, where Baird held
public demonstrations of his invention for audiences. In the
demonstrations, Stooky Bill would be propped in front of a matrix
of cameras and lightbulbs, while the audience sat in the room
next door to watch a blurry iteration of his face dance around the
television.
I love Stooky Bill. He's a fried-out, paint-chipped ventriloquist
dummy, and he's a crucial part of our cultural history. One of the
few major 20th century technological innovations not invented by
the military industry, in many ways he was a demonstration of a
cornerstone of television's milieu, which is its tendency towards
capturing the rawness of life.

V

lips, eyebrows, and all around exaggerated features. These were
crucial as the contrast of a typical human face's features were not
legible through Baird's machine. But Stooky Bill was not
photographed for the first year of his existence. It took a year for
someone to deem him or his stream important enough to capture
on photograph, quite a poetic contrast between archival methods
before and after television broadcasting.
We will never be able to see what Stooky Bill looked like for
the first year of his life! That's why I need your help. What do you
think Stooky Bill looked like? It is up to you to create a unique
style for television's first star. What do you think would capture
viewers’ hearts and minds? A silly set of glasses? A big
mustache? The choice is up to you.

I
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improbably close to a gridded black hole, or tossing blown-up

uU

quarks between his hands. NOVA asked me to suspend my
disbelief, to feel the thrill of getting that close to the intrinsic
workings of the fabric of the world, and I trusted it. In a way, I
believed. TV magic in the service of science showed me the joy of

►
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Darkness, posits that artists are useful to societies because
they-we-work with what cannot be expressed in words. Lots of
other people have said this. What I like about LeGuin’s version is
how she frames art as a pack of necessary lies. “I am an artist,”

Sm/J Glob/g
I used to have a hard time watching art videos for almost the
same reason I couldn’t watch horror movies. I felt that everything
I encountered in them was meant to elicit disgust or fear, the
tension of visceral discomfort. The video art I’m talking about is
what you might find at an undergrad thesis show, and exactly
what was in my undergrad thesis show: textural close-ups of
materials and people performing gross physical tasks, projected
huge on entire walls, accompanied by grating ambient music-or

t

else fuzzing quietly from a dated TV in the middle of the floor.
This category of stuff, the only category I had in my head for
video work for a while, is designed to disorient. And that’s what
makes it similar to horror: we're aware, watching it, that we’re
being manipulated, from subconscious to obvious levels. I hated
letting myself be manipulated.
But I used to love it. I was a NOVA ScienceNOW kid, plopping
down in front of the TV at 8pm once a week in 2005 to watch Neil
deGrasse Tyson calmly explain, with a twinkle in his eye, why the
Universe acts the way it does. The show had some of the best
bad CGI its era had to offer. Tyson was always wandering

being mildly manipulated, in the interest of learning something
real-or at least knowing what was current knowledge.
That is the essence, you could say, of what all art does.
Ursula K. LeGuin, in her 1976 introduction to The Left Hand of

\

she writes, “and therefore a liar. Distrust everything I say. I am
telling the truth.” Every time we experience a work of art, we hold
that dichotomy in suspension. We know that Neil deGrasse Tyson
cannot hold the Earth in his hands; yet there he is, doing it. We
know that that pink glop probably doesn’t make that sound when
the disembodied hand scoops it up; yet what if it does?
Lies, large and small, allow artists to get at the greater truths
of how we feel, and therefore what we believe in. Early detractors

)

of television said similar things to early doom-sayers of the
internet, namely, “Don’t believe everything you see.” I say, good.
That’s the point. When the manipulation is made transparently
deliberate, the magical and the surreal are unlocked as
acceptable new realities, lending us perspectives and realizations
our usual worlds don’t allow for.
I especially love when this happens at the intersection of
video and performance. Editing can make my physical body do
things I can’t actually do in real life, but it can also highlight things
I actually did do. Asking, “Did you really just do that?” goes
beyond a shock-factor. It becomes the central question of what
my work means.

T
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So what happened? How did I bridge the gap between
distrust and appreciation of video? I don’t really know. Somehow,
between seeing a lot of work I didn’t like and a lot that I did (along
with everything else I was reading and everyone else I was talking
to, in the context of a number of elite institutions), my scope
widened. I originally thought a lot of video art was gimmicky, and
I still usually think that. I’ve only changed in thinking it’s a good
kind of gimmick to have around.
George W. S. Trowe hated a gimmick. By 1980, in his

forced to reckon with our intellectual selves, within that
community of neighbors. The more playful and challenging
untruths there are out there, the more they might be parsed from
the untruths sprung from something conniving-and the better
we can decide which is which.
I know there are a whole host of other factors behind how that
process happens (the massive engines, funded by massive
money, behind what we see; where and how we each got to be
who we are, with whoever else) which make it a lot more

infamous essay “Within the Context of No Context,” he wrote that
the work of television is “hateful” because it works on how we’re
all “weak and willing to be fooled,” on “the human being’s
eagerness to perceive as warm something that is cold.” That we
want to be duped is sad to him. But if we’re looking hard enough,
gimmicks tell us a lot about the systems of power we live in, and
they give us unexpected options for countering those matrices.
(Sianne Ngai put me onto this in her exploration “Theory of the
Gimmick: Aesthetic Judgement and Capitalist Form.") Sometimes
I need to be tricked in order to see how I react to the trick, to
stand in response to the real content of the video. In asking,
“Why?”, what we simply like and dislike becomes grounded in
something solid.
Trowe thought TV is sinister because it is a facsimile, and
therefore cuts off the emotion at the root of collective action: the
vanguard of neoliberal propaganda, it atomizes us. Whether you

t

complicated. I don’t think our current media on the whole is any
safe haven for radical community processes, the way early users
and proponents of the internet thought it might be. If media
bubbles were to crack, I think it would take an especially strong,
artful, openhearted set of tricks-lies. We did have public access
television; now we have a public access Twitch stream.
Structures like these lend us as viewers chance and randomness,
tossing us clever conceits we didn’t think we’d see.
That’s not to say everyone will end up with similar
s
i conclusions, some universal truth. Maybe in reconnecting to
' ourselves in the viewing experience, we reconnect to each other.
h.. |
]j| And maybe that’s trite and impossible. You decide. As LeGuin
Ml says, “Truth is a matter of the imagination.”

consider it a windfall or its entire premise, public access television
might actually un-atomize us. With public access, the people on
the TV show are our neighbors; the people making the TV show
are our neighbors. What they have to say might actually concern
us, and they’re zany just like we are. When our watchful eyes,
aching ears, pounding hearts, and sweaty palms encounter the
surface of a video as a sensory experience (like Dana Polan and
Laura Marks assert in “The Skin of the Film: Intercultural Cinema,

•%
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Embodiment, and the Senses”), our real, embodied selves are
>
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After years and years of raffling off their quilts, somehow, the
laws of chance looked favorably on each of them. My mom won
the raffle more than a few times. There was one quilt she took
home in which everyone sewed a block representing their houses.
The addresses were handstitched below each house in rich
primary colored embroidery floss, it must have been quilted in the
mid-90s, when the house at 2209 Wrocklage Ave was in full
swing. Back when the front steps were painted primary red. It
looked like a face with its tongue sticking out-my bedroom
would have been the right eye. And there it was, appliqued on
this monstrous blanket, one neighbor on the imaginary street
where only The Quitters lived.
The quilted house is the most accurate to my memory. Of

There was Mary, Judy, Florence, Mom, and five or so other
ladies that made up the group formally known as The Quilters.
This is how it worked: They would decide on a quilt design
together, then they’d work on it once a month all sitting around
the dining room table drinking coffee late into the night, eating
cookies, and hand-piecing. The table wasn’t big enough so they
had to extend it with both leaves to accommodate everyone.
When they were done with a quilt top, they would take it to a

4;

course we have pictures of the inside: The chili pepper curtains in
the kitchen, the ancient marble coffee table trucked in from
Canarsie...but even now as I’m writing this, searching on Google
Maps, it seems all wrong. The front steps are beige, not red, and
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shop in Louisville to get machine quilted and bound and then they
would raffle it off within the group. One of the quilters was a
public school teacher. One was some kind of old school
Macintosh expert. Another had a leg that was shorter than the
other so she wore one shoe with a big sole. When I was growing
up though, they were just The Quilters, and it was very exciting
when they came to our house. But not because I was interested
in quilting then. Crafting seemed like it was an ancillary activity for
them. I wanted to stay up late and eavesdrop, make them see me
in my big night-shirt. I wanted to try coffee for the first time. What
were they laughing about? I could hear them from the other side
of the house, long after I’d been told to go to bed.

V7t/7
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the second story windows are not how I remember them. Where
is the car park in the alley? Where is the honeysuckle bush? Or
the aluminum laundry shoot?
Mom wanted to hang the quilt in the hall of our new house. It
felt like we were hanging up a photo of someone’s
ex-brother-in-law. A relic so specific to a truncated world. But we
got a step stool and a chair from the kitchen and did a quick
mockup-me and my dad holding up two corners as high as we
could. It encompassed the whole hallway, floor to ceiling. Mom
said maybe it could work, and Dad and I just looked at each other
thinking, you’ve got to be fucking kidding. This was a California
king size coverlet, appropriate for a bed belonging to Queen Ann
or maybe Austin Powers. We folded the quilt and put it back in its
zipper bag, but not before looking at the embroidered signatures

Ji

on the back corner.
The Quitters still get together, although they’ve switched to
meeting outside in a big park in southern Indiana, sitting six feet
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apart in camping chairs. No coffee or cookies. Maybe an edible
here and there. Some cans of seltzer from Costco. They all know
I’ve taken up the sport too. I even called Florence about six
months ago to ask her about the Singer sewing machine I found
at Circle Thrift. She seemed happy I was interested, but also very
much in her own isolated world. Last time I went home to
Louisville, my mom gave me a bin of fabric. Some of the pieces
are so nice I don’t think I’ll ever use them. Fabric from my
grandmother’s hometown in Hungary, hand woven bolts of cloth

I

basement wall and falling flat to the floor. I use my Singer to
speed up the process sometimes, but for whom? It’s not the
quilting I’d like to speed up. It’s this mess of a situation we’re in,
this festering patience I’d like to push through so that if and when
we come back to the dining room table, we’ll find again that we
need both leaves.
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Mi nm v Ober
On June 17, 2019, the Supreme Court ruled in a 5-4 vote that
“private operators of public access television channels are not
state actors subject to the First Amendment.” Basically this
means that unless you are a government organization, you can

Quilting isn’t meant to be done alone in a basement. Learning
a block pattern is like learning a word-Flying Geese, Sawtooth,
Wandering Drunkard. Like emojis from the unnamed masses of
world history, quilt blocks are pictographs of life itself. Artifacts
and stories and pictures brought to life in the time spent piecing
them together. People, mostly women, speaking to us through
time and across distance. Your grandmother’s tearful recounting,
a strenuous Youtube tutorial-channels for the language. It’s too
time consuming to be monetarily fruitful, and too boring a task to
be done in the company of one’s own thoughts. These days I get
high before I start piecing. Watch some Designated Survivor or
Star Trek and zone out. But I feel like my words are hitting the
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from my parents honeymoon in South America. I can’t imagine
cutting into something like that, let alone into bits small enough to
piece quilts with. Much less pressure to use the scraps and
cutoffs, old clothes and fabric samples people give me.
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legally restrict free speech, even if you call yourself “Public
Access." That phrase-private operators of public
access-struck me as so strange and paradoxical. But that’s
what LKTV is. An art project masquerading as public access. This
paradox exists at the heart of almost everything we have
attempted as Lino Kino.
From open membership to no-cost screenings, Lino Kino has
tried to be as democratic a collective as possible. But I think we
might always be chasing that carrot. To accomplish things
collectively, we’ll always need to compromise a little. Historically,
public access television has worked the same way; it’s a
compromise between the public and the private.
Public access or cable access was created in the late 60s by
the FCC as a way to offset the commercial nature of the television
boom. In order to physically run cables through towns and cities,
companies had to set aside resources for governmental,
educational, and public programming. Anyone could now walk
into their local station and make a show, all funded by a
percentage of their cable bill. Imagine forcing Amazon or Netflix
to create a public forum on their site where anyone could stream

9
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whatever they wanted. You might associate public access
television with those excruciatingly dry town council meetings.
But it’s also a bastion for free speech and non-traditional media.
In 1971, Henry Becton created the first true public access
program called Catch 44 in Boston (where I grew up). The show
allowed anyone to use the airtime for whatever they wanted as
long as they didn’t incite violence or solicit money. By naming the
show Catch 44, it seems like they acknowledge the inherent
paradox of public access. Democracy always has a catch. The
show attracted incredibly diverse programming from the Socialist
Workers’ Party to a Chinese Community show (in Chinese) to the
Greater Boston Kite Festival. Groups that would never have been
allowed on television at the time were suddenly given an outlet
and deemed worthy of attention.
I talked to my mom recently about public access television,
which she calls “one of the best things about America.” She was
heavily involved in Boston-area public access during the 80s,
over a decade before I was born, and stressed how creatively
^ nurturing it was. Artists like my mom could come in with no video
production knowledge and learn how to operate the equipment
m for zero cost. It provided not only resources but a platform.
Before YouTube, this was the best you could get.
B For over 4 years, she produced a show called Spotlight on the
Arts where she made mini-documentaries about various artists in
I the community. She formed life-long friendships at public access.
It led her to a career teaching video and animation in high school.
I even found out that I’m named after a friend she met in Boston
public access circles named Matt (who sadly passed away in the
late 80s).
Considering its history and ethics, I’ve been thinking a lot
about how public access does and doesn’t apply to LKTV. As
“private operators of public access” we’re responsible for what
we put into the world. But the ability to put restrictions in place
immediately complicates everything. Do we make a few simple

8

rules like Catch 44 did? No rules? And how flexible? It’s
democracy vs. control. This dynamic also appears in the
push-pull between local government and cable companies. In our
case, maybe curation is a more apt word than control. How do
we keep our curatorial footprint to a minimum while creating a
product we can stand behind?
Public access is inherently DIY, but it takes initiative and free
time-things that not everyone has. This prevents it from being
fully democratic. The second you start calling something “public”
or "accessible” you step into a gray zone. It’s like those words are
almost begging to be contradicted. Or maybe they just set up
very lofty expectations. Who knows how accessible LKTV is. We
aren’t a government. We’re a video collective. All we can do is try.
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same page with friends when I got to school in the morning. I had
entire friendships predicated on these shows, and missing an
episode meant exclusion from the conversation. Cafeteria-talk
would consist of inside jokes and references that left me feeling
like a pariah. This is what I imagine it was like for readers of
Dickens back when his novels were released in weekly or monthly
installments. Water cooler conversations before water coolers.
Since 2003, ABC’s The Bachelor/ette has provided a weekly

»
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weekly episode broadcast format made it possible to be on the

f

ave podcast pals at work.)
But with the trend in television leaning toward
binge-watchability, many shows no longer facilitate a recurring
post-watch discussion, and streaming episodes can feel like a

I've been watching The Simpsons and Sailor Moon, slowly
getting through both since there are so many episodes—l find it
comforting that I may never see every episode, that they will
always be there.
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A friend of mine shared this thought with me on the phone
and I haven’t been able to get it out of my head since. There are a
lot of things I’ll leave unfinished at the time of my death, on top of

>

all the episodes left unwatched, both good and bad.
Tracing back my relationship to television, I’m not so sure I’d
have agreed with her statement when I was younger.
Like a majority of kids in the US, I grew up planted in front of
the television, tuned in to my favorite shows on a weekly basis.
My parents knew when a new episode of Dragonball Z or The
Powerpuff Girls was broadcast, and planned accordingly. If only
live tv had a pause button-it would’ve saved us quite a few
back-and-forth shouting matches from living room to kitchen.
I went through seasons of television like chapters of a large
book, until slowly but gradually feasting on entire series. The
K. I
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shared experience for millions of people across the world, myself
included. It might be the most trashy, heteronormative thing on
the planet, but it’s fun to have an opinion on all the drama the
next day at work, like being a part of a club. (In a similar vein, I
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chore to accomplish quickly and efficiently.
I recently got through two of the newer Netflix heavy-hitters,
The Queen’s Gambit, and then Russian Doll all in one sitting. Both
ended up melding into one prestige tv glob where two
red-headed women had erratic mothers who they’d lost at young
ages, causing them to turn to addictive substances and
behaviors. I wonder if I would’ve enjoyed them more if they took
an approach that was more unending and less cut and dried like
a film.
Even so, streaming platforms (and torrenting sites) have also
facilitated an online archive that should not be taken for granted. I
remember going on a tour of NBC Studios in New York City with
my dad when I was eleven. The guide brought us into this huge
room filled with television monitors where we could sit and
choose anything we wanted to watch from their catalogue. To
me, this meant we could see any episode of Seinfeld-all the best
ones. It was heaven.
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Probably my favorite show of all time growing up was Lost. It
was the first adult show I got to watch, and it had all the violence
and steamy romance and mystery that was missing from Cartoon
Network and Disney Channel. Most importantly, it was the
cliffhangers that kept me engaged like nothing else. My mom
would throw a pillow up in front of my eyes at all the intense parts
and I’d get so mad at her for it. What if I missed something and
had to wait for the rerun or, God forbid, the scratched up dvd
rental?
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There’s this one scene in Lost where a character named
Desmond talks about how he’ll wait until the moment leading up
to his death to finally read Dickens’ last novel, Our Mutual Friend.
In actuality, this is something that real-life writer John Irving has
said (as long as he knows when his death is coming). I wonder
what piece of media I would choose in this scenario. Maybe I’d
just rewatch Lost (again) and finally write that essay on the
evergreen theme of daddy issues.
Keeping Up Appearances is a 44-episode British sitcom that
I’ll probably never finish, but it still means a great deal to me.
When I was little, I would watch it on my grandfather’s lap, and
when I got a bit older, we would very uncomfortably share a small
armchair side-by-side. I feel good knowing that this show will
always be there. When I finish something for good, there is a
certain emptiness in knowing that there’s nothing left-the death
of a show. What I’ve just watched, I will never be able to see with
the same eyes again.
With The Simpsons and Sailor Moon, my friend is finding
comfort in familiar faces on the screen, while also following new
storylines episode to episode into what feels like infinity. These
long serials function as a sort of televised immortality.
Whenever my own death comes to meet me, I’ve realized that
I want to have a seemingly never-ending show to accompany me
there, especially if I don’t see my final moments approaching.
#

Viktor opened the door for Ofa, who entered her house, took a
<

t>

i

seat in the living room, and lightly patted the bandages on her
head. “What are you going to order?”
Viktor pulled out his phone, “What about a pizza?”
Ofa nodded and then looked around the room with a slight
expression of concern, “It's so cluttered in here. I think I'll...”
“Hey no housework today-How you feeling now?”
“The same really-a little dizzy, a little out of it.”
Viktor wandered into the kitchen, “Hi, can I order a pizza for
delivery...”
When he came back, he found Ofa about to leave the room
with the flat screen television under her arm.
Viktor ran over, “Hon, what are you doing?”
“Oh I'm just clearing some stuff out. I don't think we need this
big strange mirror, do we?”
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Viktor looked at his watch, “Look it's 6 o'clock. Time for the

“What?”
Ofa patted the side of the TV, “This right here! It’s not even a
good mirror. I can hardly see myself.”
“Ofa, that's the TV!”
“Huh?”
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“Give that to me, please.” Viktor grabbed the television from
her arms and set it back down on its stand. He plugged it in and
switched it on. “See?”
Ofa gazed at it as a Volkswagen swerved along a desert road.
“What is this about? Whose car is that?” Viktor stared at her,
confounded, “My God. Are you playing with me?”
Ofa scoffed, “I don't know what you're talking about.”
She peaked around it as if to check if a real car was on the

i

news right now." He switched the channel. A woman in a suit
spoke about a murder.
Ofa lowered her paper, “Who is that? An actress?”
“No, she's a news reporter."
“Was she there when the murder took place?”
“I don't think so.”
“Then how does she know it happened?”
“I don’t know, Ofa.”
Ofa pressed her butt into the ashtray on the table. “I’m done
with this."
She walked over to the window to see if the pizza was there
but she just saw an empty street in a gust of autumn leaves.

other side, “Tell me, what is the purpose of this thing?”
Viktor raised his eyebrows. “We need to take you back to the
doctor.
Ofa casually lit a cigarette, “Well I have a check-up already

Meanwhile, Viktor went up to the attic and came down with a
radio in his hand, “Okay, Ofa, how about this.”
He set it down on the coffee table and adjusted the nobs.
Ofa turned around, “Where’s that sound coming from?”

scheduled, remember? To take out the stitches. Just answer my
question.”
‘Well, uh, you watch shows on it. It's for entertainment.”
‘But this car one seems boring.”

“Right here! The radio."
Oh!
“Yeah. It was my dad’s. He gave it to me.”
Ofa came closer, “What is a radio?”
Viktor stopped and turned pale, “Ofa. There is something
wrong. We need to take you back to the hospital.”
Ofa lit another cigarette, “What do you mean? I’m going back
next week anyway. Just tell me what this thing is.” She tapped it

'That's a commercial. They're trying to sell it to you.”
'But are all the shows this way? It's just a gimmick to sell you
stuff?
“No, I mean you can watch anything you want.”
“You mean movies?”
“Old ones, yeah!”
Ofa looked at him with mild disgust, “I don't get it.”
“And the news-You watch the news every day!”
“What do you mean? I read the news.” She picked up the
Times from the coffee table and held it dangerously close to her
burning ember.
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with her lighter.
“It plays music...and also you can listen to the news.”
“So it’s like a TV but without the picture?”
“Pretty much, though we don’t have to pay a bill for this one.’
“Wow, what a waste of money that would be!”
Viktor looked sad, “Ofa, everyone loves the radio!”
“Why do you love the radio?”
“It’s a way to pass the time."
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Ofa leaned on the window and took a drag, “Ah time! I prefer
to stare at it straight on and watch it pass, one second at a time.
Just then, a deep voice came on, describing a two for one
deal on deli sandwiches. Ofa turned her head, “Is that the TV?
a
No it’s the radio,” Viktor tuned it to WHYY.
A woman said, “What is the future of gun laws in America?
Well the country is deeply divided on the answer...
Don’t remind me!” Olga whined.
Viktor switched off the radio and stood up, “Okay fine! What
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do you want to do?
a
Like I said, I prefer to stand here and watch the leaves blow.

If

Just then, a gust of wind rattled the shutters.
Viktor eyed her suspiciously, “Then I’ll sit here and read your
)>

newspaper.
Olga turned away from the window, “Newspaper?
a
Yeah!
a
What’s a newspaper? n
a
Olga! I think you have amnesia! I’m calling the doctor now.
a
NO! Just tell me what this is!” She yanked the newspaper
from him, leaving two torn corners between his fingers.
a
You were just reading it five minutes ago!
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Part of why I feel like an amateur all the time is that I have
practically no formal training in journalism and am mostly left to
my own devices, so the bulk of my coverage is based on my gut
instinct of what is newsworthy or appropriate to print or
interesting to readers.
Luckily, it’s very easy to predict what people want to read
about: People love tragedies most of all in local news. Information
about new restaurants is a close runner-up. A recent murder is a
guaranteed source of traffic — sometimes with up to twenty
times as many hits as the average story, especially if the details
are lurid.

it

No I wasn’t!
a
Yes you were!
a
Well I forgot. Five minutes is quite a long time!
ii
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For almost three years, I’ve been a reporter in a dumpy little
town that I love. I’m one of only a few at my newspaper and the
whole thing sometimes feels like an extended group project for
school or maybe a Girl Scout badge.
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I used to get into these drawn-out battles of will with

I don’t know if I do a good job on those stories. Being read by
‘ that many people is exciting but it also makes me feel a little sick
to think about.
These are usually stories that I’ve written as quickly as
possible — once posting a story to the website from my phone in
the courtroom while waiting for another arraignment. The facts
that I’m sharing as fast as I can are an outline of the events
leading up to someone’s death.
The first murder I covered was a drug deal-related killing in a

v.

Some of these people allegedly committed serious crimes,
but many were booked for property crimes or drug-related
charges. And, of course, none of them had been tried. And we
know that the punishment system isn’t a great arbiter of almost
anything.

hotel parking lot. The evidence seemed strong from the
arraignment (lots of texts confirming the meeting, plus video
c surveillance). At some point during the hearing, one of the victim’s
f family members got up and started yelling at the defendant. She
I

I think the readers were confusing their sense of superiority
for safety, but I don’t know if I can blame them for that. I know
that some of those stories were legitimate news. But there’s also
a part of me that feels like anything other than the most basic

was taken out of the courtroom by a court officer. I hadn’t
included that in my story, but I’d mentioned it to my boss, who
made me put it in.
I’ve also published bloody crime scene photos, personal

facts (who died, when, has there been an arrest) is nobody’s
business.

details about the lives of victims and suspects, and too many
mugshots. That was shameful and immoral, but it’s what I’ve
been told people expect and want from local news.
When I do that kind of reporting I think of it as “professional

Why do we want to know what happened? Why is the
particular gruesome nature of someone’s death something their

rubbernecking.” I’m the stand-in for the average person who
wants to know what the hell is going on with all those sirens.
More than anything, people want to see pictures. Mugshots
are the best because then people can “know who to look out for,”
according to some readers. I have a hard time believing that they
would be able to remember and recognize each tired face printed
' and posted online. About a year and a half ago, I was able to
convince my boss to let me stop printing them.
Back before we stopped letting people comment on our site, I
II
spent a lot of my time reading and deleting comments mocking
* the people in mugshots. People called them ugly and fat and —
worst of all — poor.
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commenters who felt it was their right to say whatever they
wanted about these people while I tried (somewhat
unsuccessfully) to make them be respectful. Respect isn’t a right
they argued. It’s earned. Until that respect is earned, I guess it’s
anyone’s right — or responsibility — to ruthlessly shame people
and take delight in their often-visible suffering or addiction or
mental illness.

neighbors need to know? Why do we want to see police carrying
evidence bags?
Obviously there’s a perverse and nauseous desire to see the
mess of someone else’s life and think that MY life would never
look like that, I would NEVER put myself in that position. I don’t
need to worry because — well, I simply don’t! (Usually you can
only think like this if you are safe and secure in your life because
you’ve got a lot of luck and privilege on your side.)
I think there’s a catharsis, too. It’s a way to think about death
without reckoning with how close it really is to you and the people
you like.
I flj I’ve only ever felt really proud of one piece of writing I’ve done
A| about murder. A number of months ago, I went to a candlelit vigil
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for a recently deceased woman and talked with her friends. They

told me she was lovable and goofy and always had a kind word. tri** Jt
She was a mother, and she was a really good friend.
She was unhoused, and had been killed by her partner.
>
A
People weren’t as interested in her story, and it got fewer clicks
• .t
than a story about the town dump and some fluff pieces. The
•%
things I learned about the victim got cut from the front page by
my boss, who argued that the details of the crime were more
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important.
I try not to click on these stories from other outlets in fear of
joining the mass of readers fueling the demand for (and
production of) this kind of reporting, but I am not always
successful because I’m a voyeur and a gossip in ways I am
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That’s where I flipped off the woman my stepdad had an affair
with — an incident later detailed on that woman’s blog. She said I
was “a victim of a culture of anger.”
When I come home, I can feel the pieces of myself that I’m
most proud of dissolving into this pool of self-hatred and
insecurity, and I begin to envy the people whose lives I don’t
want. I want to feel at ease in my own life the way they seem to.
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I just have to tell stories until I can be by myself again.
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ashamed of.
I think most of us are.
I think I’ve always been nosy, but it wasn’t until I spent a
summer listening to my parents yell at each other about infidelity
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and keep notes on my own and other people’s lives and record
conversations to listen back later.
A nice thing about being a reporter is no one expects you to
reveal anything about yourself. And when you know enough
about other people, then you don’t need to know yourself so well.
I’ve spent much of my life getting very good at turning the things
that make me feel most unlovable into fun jokes I can tell to
friends and uncomfortable acquaintances.
I can give you the personal and public tragedy tour of the
town where I grew up, if you want.
Do you want to see the house where the long-time church
volunteer died accidentally from auto-erotic asphyxiation, a
buttplug serenely drying on the dish rack next to the sink?
VT
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(which they also discussed with me at length) that I became so
sickly obsessed with knowing all the details of every nearby
conflict.
I can’t be in control, but I can ruminate. I can collect evidence
\

I

This is the house where I think a man tried and failed to burn
his wife.
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allotted time. Perhaps what is just as prescient as Lino Kino’s

©

II | foray into total immersive programming is their project’s

Q

j rootedness in the art historical precedent behind this kind of
t work, which includes a slew of original content that engages with
J public access television stemming back to the 1970s.
*
From Nam June Paik’s early engagement with the
readymade-in this case, television-and his modifications of the
product to Chris Burden’s guerilla-style commercials, art has
constantly been in dialogue with this relatively new technology.

0

I

The latter’s approach to commercial interventions encapsulated
what theorist Guy Debord referred to as the “spectacle,” or the
capitalist-driven approach to the mediation of images [1],
especially the television’s commodification of said images. During

I*
L'l

the 1970s, Burden’s engagement with television began with TV
Hijack (1972), during which Burden held a knife to an interviewer’s
neck and threatened her life if the broadcast stopped; his
personal camera crew’s footage was the only footage to exist

l
I

after the performance on Irvine’s Channel 3 [2], He later
purchased advertising space on local television in Los Angeles to
air a series of commercials exposing his specific intended
sentiments, therefore utilizing the medium of television to

With Philadelphia-based media arts collective Lino Kino’s
most recent exhibition at Automat, LKTV, the question of visuality
and the medium in which it is communicated is in its full
experimental ambitious glory. As a broad project that seems
more than fitting for the current moment, LKTV’s primary focus is
on streaming live, original content for twenty-four hours a day,
seven days a week on the platform Twitch; streaming and original
live content coalesce in a way that some have yet to engage with.
Questions of art and who can access it physically and virtually are
collapsed, with the project’s scope serving as an open forum for
thinkers, makers, and creators to place faith into the live
broadcast-there are no streaming services that can be accessed
at a later date, just the medium speaking for itself during its

expound upon his unique message [3].
In 1978, a fantastically experimental and low-budget cable
access show called TV Party premiered on New York City’s
Channel D and Channel J. Luminaries such as Jean-Michel

A

Basquiat, Nile Rodgers, and Robert Fripp appeared frequently on
the weekly program, which focused on live performance and
interviews originally conceived of by Glenn O’Brien and Blondie’s
Chris Stein. It was not particularly concerned with the talk show
format, but rather, witnessing the spectacle of a group of friends
hanging out with each other on live television-a sort of reality
television before its time. It provided an invitation to a different
kind of party for its audience, with this appropriation of
conventional television programming appealing as a basis of
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Iffl democratizing the medium. TV Party often intersected with the

™ likes of Andy Warhol, whose Factory’s stars and associates often
\J worked on the program; Warhol later hosted his own talk show on
M MTV, Andy Warhol’s Fifteen Minutes, which in many ways
I followed 7V Party's formula of anti-television television content.
• A similar-yet-very-different contemporary of TV Party, Night
Flight TV, was introduced to the public in 1981 on USA Cable
Network as an antidote to the dearth of alternative programming
on late night television. The show served as a platform for the

discovering something completely foreign to oneself on television;
it sparked that excitement that often delved into an affinity for
New Wave or cult films that most of the public had yet to see.
Both TV Party and Night Flight IV continued the ethos originated
by Timothy Leary via Marshall McLuhan: “Turn on, tune in, drop
out” [4] seemed to reverberate through this desire to create
content away from commercial societal norms with a
countercultural sensibility.
Three successive projects during the 1990s and 2000s come
to mind in regard to utilizing the network’s potential to
disseminate actions, both real and curated, to a more and more
unique public: in this case, the Internet as a platform for original

access to a spontaneous docuseries of sorts that lasted through
the early 2000s. Her message was incredible in its exact lack of
one; she used the Internet to unintentionally become a proto
reality star in an unintentional durational art project.
In 2006, a teenage girl named Bree began video blogging on
YouTube under the username Lonelygirl15. She was unabashedly
quirky and friendly, with her first upload subtitled “Dorkiness
Prevails”; among a sea of viral videos such as “Peanut Butter
Jelly Time” and the “Numa Numa” dance, Bree’s vlog felt real and
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weird, the strange, and the surreal, often filling hours of television
with cult films such as Fantastic Planet, as well as underground
video art and interviews with musicians. It served as a kind of
cultural touchstone for the phenomenon of organically
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genuine until her persona unraveled and was later revealed as
fake. Her creators, Mesh Flinders and Miles Beckett, meticulously
studied vloggers’ mannerisms and virality itself, molding their
original character to gain traction online as her story became
caught up in occultism and religion [5]. It was a notable moment
for online content, as Lonelygirl15’s rise to notoriety mirrored the
continuing presence of reality television and its attempt to use
identity to connect with a larger audience.
An exploration of self-representation and micro-celebrity was
continued by artist Ann Hirsch in her vlog-based project
Scandalishious. As a precursor to full-blown Youtube celebrity,
Hirsch inhabited the character Caroline through utilizing the
Internet’s vernacular; she played a college freshman who danced
by wilding swaying her hips while vlogging about her life’s
goings-on. It continued the lineage of raw vulnerability
established by Jennicam and Lonelygirl15 while becoming a

realistic content. From online communication through IRC
(Internet Relay Chat) and MUDs (Multi-User Domains) to live
streaming with the combination of Internet access and a webcam,
these phenomenons lead directly to 1996’s JenniCam, a “lifecast”
that documented college student Jennifer Ringley, unedited and
in her dorm room. Every fifteen minutes, a new photograph of her
was uploaded for those interested and voyeuristic enough to
want to take a consensual peek into her life. She monetized her

personal project that sought to humanize one’s online identity as
feminist critique [6]. This performance spanned over a period of
two years and over one hundred uploads garnering a wide
following of those interested in her as a person and those more
interested in her as a sexual object.
This essentially brings us to the Internet of now and the
splintering of the medium it encourages. With LKTV, Lino Kino’s
response to public access television and accessibility uses

project later for access to premium content, allowing further

Twitch as a vessel to further experiment with the medium with a
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highly personalized message that defies some of the
more-normative content (e.g. video game streaming) usually
exhibited on the platform. It reflects their own openness towards
collaboration, especially due to the spontaneity of live segments
that will show throughout the residency. As a live streaming
platform, it is used to build very real, very present communities in

titles by

the way television always has, but in a more instantaneous

Saskia Globig

fashion. Game Studies scholar T.L. Taylor touches upon the initial
instability of television as a pathway for online platforms such as
Twitch; she writes, “[...] Live streamers are deeply embedded in
social networks and communities of practice. The platform has
archival images provided by

been rooted in communication between broadcaster and

Matthew Ober

audience members, or audience members with each other.” [7]
As a collaborative effort between Lino Kino and Automat,
v,

engaging with an expanded public outside of their own is both
ambitious and particularly pertinent for the current moment; we
can experience LKTV from our screens, having presence in
real-time with the creators who are broadcasting their content on
Twitch whenever the moment feels convenient or simply right.

text edited by

tv

Erin Gordon & George MacLeod

The project marks a sense of virtual freedom through creating an
intentional spectacle that happens to be completely accessible
for whoever wishes to experience it.
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